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F. OVERALL STATUS (Problem areas, significant progress)
1. SL 2 was not a good mission for us due to two (2) problems.
a. Cooling system on S191 did not function negating data
gathering
b. Due to an unique combination of spacecraft, target (Mono
Lake) and the sun, a sun glint completely obscured the
last 50% of the data as ascertained by the 16 mm film from
S191. When viewed using a movie projector this effect
can be readily seen, and discriminated from the "appearance"
of clouds uniquely exactly over the lake at that time.
2. SL 3 promises to be a better possibility with Walker Lake
site prime for September 13, and a back-up possibility for
for August 6, 11 and 16.
3. Software is behind development as we are concentrating on
field work.
G. RECOMMENDATIONS (Decisions/Actions required to ensure attainment
of scientific objectives.)
1. None, coordination of mission planning managers with us is
excellent.
2. Track 6 is by far a better line for our work than Track 59,
at least according to their nominal ground tracks.
H. EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR NEXT PERIOD
1. Hopefully SL3 will get track 6 on a clear day, before it
snows.
2. Ground spectrometer will be used after we have established
the ground tracks of both SL 2/3 and the RB 57 IR pallet.
I. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
None. Too soon yet.
J. SUMMARY OF FUTURE EFFORT
1. Overpass of Skylab + RB 57 + light plane over (and a boat
upon) Walker Lake to monitor exact surface temperatures.
32. Monitoring of surface temperatures on Walker Lake and Garfield
Flat.
3. RB 57 track selected from Yerington to Walker Lake to Garfield
Flat on Tract 6 - Walker to Geggs Flat/Playa on Track 59.
K. TRAVEL SUMMARY AND PLANS
Field work on SL 3 overflight.
